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Introduction

Official website
http://www.opersys.com/LTT/index.html

LTT captures all required information to 
reconstruct a systems behavior later
LTT is open source
It has low overheads

Related tools

Analysis of individual application
DCPI, Morph, path profiler, Quantify and 
GProf

Inbuilt tools in Linux
PS, Top

Tracing certain key events
WindView, DejaView, Hyper kernel trace 
SimOS
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Architecture of the tool 

Data Collection:
kernel trace facility

Provides a unique entry point for all 
other kernel tracing facilities.
Events are passed to the trace module. 
Allows the trace module to configure 
the tracing parameters.
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Data collection:
Kernel instrumentation

Data collection:
Kernel instrumentation
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Data collection:
Kernel instrumentation

Data collection:
Kernel instrumentation
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Data Collection:
Trace module

Retrieves additional information about 
the event ( time stamp, CPU-ID)
Filters events based on the 
configuration.
Records events in trace buffer.
Signal daemon when buffers are filled

Data collection:
Trace Daemon

Provides user with a number of option to 
control the tracing process 

e.g. duration of trace
Configures the trace module according to 
user options
Reads the ‘/proc’ directory to record the initial 
state of the system before tracing started.
Commits the buffer when it receives “buffer 
full” signal.
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Data Collection:
Analysis tool

Uses raw traces and system state(initial state 
obtained form the proc file)  to reconstruct 
system behavior
Extract system wide and per process statistics
Provides user with a graphical and text 
system behavior reconstruction
Provides a graphical interface to easily 
browse and analyze traces

Data Collection Overhead 

Tested the programs with following 6 
configurations

Original 2.2.13 kernel. (base configuration)
Modified kernel. All events are ignored.
Events are logged by the module but daemon is 
not running.
Daemon is running but it is not writing data to file
Events are logged ,reported and written
Events are recorded only for core kernel events.
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Data Collection Overhead 

Data Collection Overhead

The overhead in term of disk space is  
depends on the type of tracing 

For a graphical interface the average is 
around 0.5Mb/sec 
For text interface it’s around 0.1Mb/sec.
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Workstation characterization

Applications where monitored for 30 
seconds

X server, Netscape, start office,  x11amp 
and a script running ps every 5 seconds

Workstation characterization
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Small server characterization

Applications where monitored for 30 
seconds

X servers, ftp daemon, KDE window 
manager kwm and a script running ps
every 5 seconds

Small server characterization
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Trace example

Tracing the System
tracedaemon -tsT./out.trace ./out.proc

T is the number of seconds you want to trace the system.
Other options are

-e : traces on the specified events . few of the events 
are listed below

"START" - Trace start
"SYS_ENTRY" - System call entry
"SYS_EXIT" - System call exit

-c Trace CPU-ID. Only events occurring on CPU-ID.
-P Trace PID. Only include process number PID. 
-g Trace GID. Only include processes part of GID. 
-u Trace UID. Only include processes belonging to 
UID.
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Data Visualization

Use command “tracevisualizer”
Icon legend

Demo


